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Your own flight
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FlyDenim makes flying start.

FlyDenim is a new airline brand, based in Amsterdam, with focus on providing tailor-made aircraft capacity to
the aviation and tourism market. FlyDenim is offering a wide range of services, to airlines tour operators,
agents, brokers and individuals. FlyDenim is the new phenomenon in the Dutch aviation market.
With its own Dutch Air Operators Certificate (through its exclusive partner Denim Air ACMI BV), its own
reservation system, its own aircraft, plus a wide range of aircraft through its partners, FlyDenim is a non-stop
shop for tour operators, agents, brokers and individual travellers. To tour operators and groups, we provide
the right aircraft and the best service at the right price. To individual travellers, we offer a wide range of
destinations across Europe, at the best possible rates.
“The capability to scale the aircraft fleet up and down and add various aircraft types, creates the flexibility the
tourism branche needs. Tour operators with less capacity needs can now also be served in a professional
and affordable manner. In addition FlyDenim will support the airline and/or tour operator with selling their
many interesting destinations via meta- and search engines”, says Raymond Vrijenhoek, co-founder and MD
of FlyDenim. “We invite agents, brokers, incentive groups, and individual travellers to visit www.flydenim.com
to request a quote or book a trip to the many interesting destinations we serve with our own fleet, or through
our low-cost partners”.
Current and future FlyDenim clientele, who has Denim Air as it’s biggest partner and supplier, can operate
the aircraft both in- and outside in own branding. The excitement and experience of traveling starts for a
traditional holiday-customer already at the airport. The tour operator can enable the brand-awareness to the
customer on the ground, in the aircraft and throughout the trip to the final destination.
Currently the fleet comprises of mainly regional aircraft like the Fokker 50, Embraer 145, Fokker 100 and
ATR 42, “but concrete talks and negotiations with respectable and well-known tour operators have shown a
strong demand for larger aircraft, like the A320 family and B737 NG. Expectations are that FlyDenim will add
nd
one of these aircraft types in the 2 half of 2015”, says Carst Lindeboom, co-founder and CCO of the new
Dutch aircraft capacity provider.
Visit FlyDenim at: www.flydenim.com
For further information please contact:
Carst Lindeboom – CCO – clindeboom@flydenim.com

